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$M_{24}$ extended Golay code
( )
code 2 :2 100 code ([2],
2004 12 ) code
100
64 self-dual code






$G$ $\Omega$ $\sigma\in G$ Fix(\sigma ) $=\{\mathrm{i}\in\Omega|\sigma(\mathrm{i})=\mathrm{i}\}$
$I(G)=\{\sigma|\sigma^{2}=1, \sigma\neq 1\}$
$C(G, \Omega)=C(G, |\Omega|)=\langle \mathrm{F}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{x}(\sigma)|\sigma\in I(G)\rangle^{[perp]}$
21([3]). $G$ $\Omega$ $D$ $|\Omega|$ self-orthogonal
code $D\subseteq C(G, \Omega)$
self-orthogonal code
$C(G, \Omega)$ $[3, 5]$
self-dual code GG self-dual code
$C(G, \Omega)$ subcode







$J_{2}$ code $C(G, \Omega)$ self-dual code
$RM$ Reed-M uller code $RM(m, 2m+1)=C(2^{2m+1}$ :
$L_{2m+1}(2),$ $2^{2m+1})$ self-dual code
self-dual code $C(G, \Omega)^{[perp]}$ self-
orthogonal $\langle$ 2
100 $C(G, \Omega)^{[perp]}$ self-orthogonal
self-dual code $C(S_{4}(3), 40),$ $C(J_{2},100)$
90





$\langle$ 2 $C(G, \Omega)^{[perp]}$ self-orthogona
16
$G=2^{6}$ : $($3 : $S_{4})$ , $2^{6}$ : A7, $2^{6}$ : $U_{3}(3)$ , $2^{6}$ : $A_{8}$ , $2^{6}$ : $S_{4}(3)$
$C=C(G, 64)$ [64, 43, 8]
code $2^{6}$ : $S_{6}(2)$ $C^{[perp]}$ self-orthogonal [64, 21, 6]
code $C$ GG self-dual code
$C$ subcode
31 (Mallows-Sloane[8]). $n$ doubly even self-dual code
minimum weight $d$ $d \leq 4[\frac{n}{24}]+4$ $\Rightarrow\backslash \text{ _{ }}$
32 (Rains [9]). $\text{ }$ @ $n$ singly even self-dual code minimum
weight $d$ $d\leq\{$
4 $[ \frac{n}{24}]+4$ $n\not\equiv 22(\mathrm{m}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{d} 24)$
$\mathfrak{h}_{-}\backslash [perp] 0_{\mathrm{o}}\infty$
4 $[ \frac{n}{24}]+6$ $n\equiv 22(\mathrm{m}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{d} 24)$
$n=64$ $d\leq 12$ weight 12 codeword
$C$ weight 12 codewords $G$-orbit
code
self-dual code
33([4]). $2^{6}$ : $A_{8^{A}}$ self-dual code
(i) 2 extremal singly even [64, 32, 12] code,
(ii) 4 ( 2 ) doubly even self-dual [64, 32, 8] code,
code $2^{6}$ : $A_{8}$
$2^{6}$ : $($3 : $S_{4}),$ $2^{6}$ : $U_{3}(3),$ $2^{6}$ : $S_{4}(3)$ S
64 self-dual code
\S 1
34. $2^{6}$ : $A_{7}$ $\subset 2^{6}$ : $A_{8}$ 33 6 self-dual code
$2^{6}$ : A77 $2^{6}$ : A77 64 self-dual code
16 11 $C(G, 64)$ 4
















self-dual code 64 $2^{6}$ : $A_{8}$
6
33 code minimum weight 12





$n=64$ extremal ( minimum weight 12)
code weight enumerator
35(Conway-Sloane[6]) . $n=64$ extremal singly even self-
dual code weight enumerator
$W_{64,1}=1+(1312+16\beta)y^{12}+(22016-64\beta)y^{14}+\cdots$ $(14\leq\beta\leq 104)$ ,
$W_{64,2}.=1+(1312+16\beta)y^{12}+(23040-64\beta)y^{14}+\cdots$ $(0\leq\beta\leq 277)$










2, 8, 9, 10, 16, 23, 30, 32, 37, 40, 44, 64
WD weight enumerator $\beta=184$ $W_{64,2}$ weight
enumerator $D_{1}$
weight enumerator code
36. $\beta=184$ $W_{64,2}$ weight enumerator singly even
self-dual[64, 32, 12] code
4 Characterization of $D_{1},$ $D_{2},$ $D_{3}$
64 code
$V$ $\mathrm{F}_{q}$ $2m$ $\epsilon$ 2 $Q$
$V$ $q^{2m}$ 2 $u,$ $v$ $Q(u-v)=0$
affine polar gaph
$VO_{2m}^{\epsilon}(q)$
$m=3,$ $q=2,$ $Q$ Aut $(VO_{6}^{+}(2))\cong 2^{6}$ :
$(O_{6}^{+}(2) : 2)$ $O_{6}^{+}(2)\cong A_{8}$
$O_{6}^{+}(2):2\cong S_{8}$
0 VO (2) maximum clique set (
) $V$ (maximal totally isotropic subspace)
1 $\mathrm{x}$ $X$
$|X|=8$
$\mathcal{O}=$ { $X^{\sigma}|\sigma\in 2^{6}$ : O (2)}
$|\mathcal{O}|=120$ ($X$ $2^{6}$ : $(O_{6}^{+}(2): 2)$ -orbit 240




41 ([4]). $D$ doubly even self-dual[64, 32, 8] code $\mathrm{A}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{t}(D)$ $\cong$
$2^{6}$ : $O_{6}^{+}(2)$
$|\mathcal{O}|=120$ $D$ $D_{2}$
$X_{1},$ $X_{2}\in \mathcal{O}$ $|X_{1}\cap X_{2}|=0,2,8$ $|X_{1}\cap X_{2}|=2$
$|X_{1}+X_{2}|=12$
$W=\langle X_{1}+X_{2}|X_{1},X_{2}\in \mathcal{O}, |X_{1}\cap X_{2}|=2\rangle$
$W$ $[64,3112]\rangle$ code
42. $W^{[perp]}$ $D$ $D_{1}$ self-dual code $D_{3}$
self-dual code
code $VO_{6}^{+}(2)$
4.3. $C(2^{6} : A_{8},64)$ 6 self-dual code 3
$\mathcal{O}$




















5 Neighbors of [64, 32, 8] codes
$D_{2},$ $D_{3}$ neighbor $n$ self-dual code
$C,$ $C’$ neighbor $\dim(C\cap C’)=n/2-1$
$D_{1},$ $D_{2},$ $D_{3}$ neighbor




$x$ $C_{0}=\langle x\rangle^{[perp]}\cap C$ $\dim(C_{0})=n/2-1$
$\langle C_{0}, x\rangle$ $\langle C_{0}, x+y\rangle(y\in C\backslash C_{0})$ $C$ neighbor
$C$ weight $d$ codeword rank $M=t$
code 2 $\mathrm{x}2^{n/2-t}$
$C=D_{2}$ , $D_{3}$ neighbor extremal
$C=D_{2}$ rank $M=32$ $D_{1},$ $D_{3}$
$C=D_{3}$ rank $M=28$ 2 $\mathrm{x}2^{4}=32$ code
16 extremal singly even ( 1 $D_{1}$ ) 16 doubly even (
1 $D_{2}$ ) 15 extremal
singly even 1 $E_{1},$ doubly even 1 $E_{2}$ $\mathrm{A}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{t}(E_{1})\cong$
$2^{3}.2^{3}.2^{3}.L_{3}(2),$ $\mathrm{A}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{t}(E_{2})\cong 2^{3}.2^{3}.2.2^{3}.L_{3}(2)$ weight enumerator
$W_{E_{1}}=1+2464y^{12}+18432y^{14}+226604y^{16}+\cdots$
$W_{E_{2}}=1+8y^{8}+3136y^{12}+454972y^{16}+\cdots$
$E_{1}$ $\beta=72$ $W_{64,2}$ weight enumerator
$E_{2}$ neighbor $\beta=24$ code
51. $\beta=24_{?}72$ 64,2 weight enumerator singly even
[64, 32, 12] self-dual code
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